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Central Ohio has created an ecosystem to support, promote, and invest 
in mission-driven business that is equaled in fewer other U.S. cities. That 
was the goal when SocialVentures was launched in 2014. In this report 
we celebrate the stories of a few of the individuals who have benefited 
from this ecosystem. 

Social enterprise is the most mission-focused approach to business. 
This approach may not create millionaires, and it may not get headlines 
for massive investment rounds, but it has the greatest impact at the 
grassroots level. It provides earned revenue to sustain the work of 
essential nonprofits. And it provides employment with extra supports 
to maximize the chance of sustained successful employment 
for individuals that too often are not offered jobs due to past life 
experiences. This is what makes social enterprise the best chance for 
central Ohio to narrow its persistent social and economic divide. 

As I retire and pass the baton to Vicki Bowen Hewes to shape the 
future vision for our social enterprise community, I offer my thanks and 
my hopes for the future. My thanks to the community for seven years of 
supporting my vision to create this ecosystem and the great benefits it 
has provided to the neediest in our community. And I extend my hopes 
that 2021 and 2022 are the years in which our community seizes the 
opportunity to rally around social enterprise small businesses.

With great hopes for the future, 

Allen Proctor 
Founder & CEO Emeritus

Dear Friends, 

It’s an honor for me to carry the baton forward and further Allen’s 
trailblazing vision. Through his leadership, the development and expansion 
of the social enterprise ecosystem has resulted in transformative outcomes 
for people, businesses and our community.

The greatest business success stories are the ones that create a better world for everyone, and we’re at an exciting crossroads. 
I’m enthusiastic to work together and unite diversity, expand resources, increase engagement, forge alliances, and accelerate 
practical solutions that address the disparities in our society.

Consumers are more cause-focused than ever, and the future holds much promise for everyone to do good and do well. As 
SocialVentures evolves to meet the changing needs of mission-driven entrepreneurs and the businesses they lead, we are 
proud to support, strengthen and amplify their important work. Thank you for being a partner in empowerment -- together, we 
change lives!

Forward Together,

Vicki Bowen Hewes 
CEO

Passing the Baton
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Creating a social enterprise ecosystem means building a community of partners who are committed to making an impact 
through good business. When SocialVentures was just beginning seven years ago, the community of supporters of social 
enterprise was minimal. The ecosystem has evolved significantly and continues to gain momentum; the number of 
participating programs and partners continues to grow and our community is stronger.

We are excited that today so many make social enterprise a priority. SocialVentures is proud to be part of a growing network of 
support, and we are committed to collaboration as the ecosystem continues to evolve and expand.

Empowering Together

new 
enterprises have been 
started since 2015

65 “Reflecting on the early 
years and the newness 
of ‘social enterprise’ in 
Central Ohio at that 

time, it is remarkable to 
see so many people and 
organizations embrace 
business as a means for 
positive social impact.”

— John Rush, Founder, 
CleanTurn

GIVEBACKHACK team
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Petals that Inspire: Amanda Greenwood is one of 
the youngest social entrepreneurs in Columbus. Her 
business, Petals that Inspire, is making an impact 
on youth experiencing homelessness. Starting in 
2019 with a Star House partnership, Petals that 
Inspire hosts workshops for Star House guests about 
flower arranging to build skills such as teamwork and 
accountability in a creative setting.

 “Being a young entrepreneur is a unique and energizing experience,” Greenwood 
says. “It’s extremely inspiring to see the conversations that naturally develop and 
how I’ve been able to see the youth progress, both through the workshops and in 
their own lives.” Beyond providing workforce skills, Greenwood’s floral arrangement 
business donates a portion of its proceeds back to Star House to support its mission to lift youth out of homelessness. In the 
future, Greenwood hopes to expand her workshop offerings to other groups to raise awareness about issues faced by youth 
experiencing homelessness.

The Next Generation

Franklinton Cycle Works: Jonathan 
Youngman is another young social 
entrepreneur, and his organization is 
a recognized community resource. 
Franklinton Cycle Works began on 
Youngman’s front porch in 2007, when 
he noticed the prevalence of bikes as 

transportation and more importantly, bikes in need of repair. 
The idea expanded into a shop in 2011, where volunteers and 
staff created a ‘bike kitchen’ to help community members 
with repairs. 

Now, Franklinton Cycle Works has become much more 
than a bicycle shop. The organization hosts Community 
Rides around Franklinton, partners with Star House to 
provide bikes and support for individuals in need, and offers 
Bike School Classes each month to educate community 
members. 

This community initiative turned social enterprise is a 
testament to the importance of new voices and forward-
thinking ideas in the ecosystem. With the work of other up-
and-coming social entrepreneurs like Youngman, Columbus 
will continue growing toward a socially sustainable future.

     of entrepreneurs who have 
participated in SEA Change are under the 
age of 35

27%

Students at a FCW workshop

Entrepreneurship and social justice appeals to young leaders

“It’s extremely inspiring to see the conversations that naturally 
develop and how I’ve been able to see the youth progress, 

both through the workshops and in their own lives.” 
— Amanda Greenwood

Amanda Greenwood
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What the Waffle: Gayle Troy’s new breakfast restaurant is the talk of the town, but it’s the social impact that makes 
What the Waffle special. “Food is a bonus,” says Troy, “What the Waffle is an eatery within a social 

enterprise.” 

What the Waffle hires young women who are aging out of the foster care system 
and provides them with support and financial literacy education. Even beyond 

the women that the program helps, the location became a spot for social justice 
starting in the summer of 2019 with the creation of the Waffle Wall. On this 
wall, community members are encouraged to express how they feel in such 
revolutionary times. The 
art displayed here changes 
monthly to reflect the 
community’s feelings. 

The Waffle Wall and art of 
prominent Black historical 

figures such as Martin Luther 
King Jr. and Rosa Parks are just two 

examples of how What the Waffle is 
making an impact on social justice. Gayle shared, “As a social 
entrepreneur, I think we have the freedom and responsibility 
to express the importance of social justice within our 
communities.”

Social enterprises are focused on creating positive social change for their 
communities through employment, education, and their support of local 
nonprofits. The connections between these areas and social justice are critical to the 
social wellbeing of people and communities, as well as the pursuit of social justice 
in areas such as criminal justice and rehabilitation. Organizations such as  
Fit to Navigate provide support to incarcerated individuals as a way to promote 
social justice.

Many organizations promote social justice movements through innovative 
initiatives. What the Waffle’s storefront contains art and a collaborative wall to 
spark discussion about the importance of Black voices. Other organizations, such 
as Chroma Consulting, advocate for LGBT+ individuals in the workplace. Ultimately, 
the life-changing work done by purpose-driven businesses doesn’t stop with 
the products or services they offer - advancing social change is ingrained in the 
company culture.

Social 
Enterprises, 
Social Justice 
Entrepreneurs lead change

Gayle at her restaurant in Linden, Ohio

Waffle Wall

“As an 
entrepreneur, 

I think we have the 
freedom and flexibility  

to express the importance 
of social justice within  

our communities.” 
— Gayle Troy
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Forging Forward with Food 
Food-focused organizations have grown and changed over the last year

Third Way Cafe is a place for coffee, 
community, and most importantly, 
connection. The space arose out of a 
need for a ‘community living room’, 
where John and Tim Rush saw that 
they could continue their efforts 
to employ those impacted by 
addiction and the criminal justice 
system. Third Way is the perfect 
example of how community 
creates positive social change. 

During the pandemic, Third Way 
shifted to offer carryout, food trucks, 
and outdoor events, and even opened 
a second location inside All People 
Arts. Those working from home in the 
neighborhood walked to Third Way for takeout, 
establishing the space as a true ‘community living 
room’. Through keeping the cafe open with safety protocols during the pandemic, 
Third Way provided fair chance employment and support for those who need it 
most, while involving the entire community in their mission.

In the midst of skyrocketing food insecurity and a global pandemic, Anthony 
Granitsas knew he had to act. From this, Fonte Cucina, a sophisticated Italian 
eatery with a cause, was born. Through partnerships with Neighborhood 
Services and Mid-Ohio Food Collective, the eatery donates four meals for 
each one purchased. Fonte Cucina is the perfect example of growth and new 
beginnings for food-based businesses. By hosting pop-ups while following 
COVID guidelines and pushing through pandemic challenges, Fonte Cucina 
opened and started giving back in a big way.

Tim Rush at Third Way

Anthony Granitsas at one of his pop up dinners

Grand Openings and Recent Renovations

Enterprises and Eateries

288
meals 

donated

In 2020 ...

 food-based social 
enterprises opened or expanded.
Fonte Cucina
Fourteen Twenty-Nine
Freedom a la Cart
Hot Chicken Takeover
Jubilee Market
Lettuce Work
Peaceful Fruits
Storehouse Tea
Third Way Cafe
Too Good Eats
What the Waffle

11

“Third Way is truly 
about ‘pursuing good 

together,’ and I know my life 
has been impacted so much by 
being able to connect with this 
community. There are so many 
opportunities to connect with 
others, spread more love, and 
experience personal growth.” 

— Sarah Rush, barista

While the pandemic raged and many businesses were forced to shutter permanently, food-based social 
enterprises in Central Ohio saw many openings and expansions. No sector in our ecosystem has seen more 
growth in the last year than those in the food industry. Social entrepreneurs have come together to deepen their 
social mission and support each other through pop-ups, brick & mortar openings, and expansion to other cities. 
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Freedom a la Cart launched 12 years 
ago as a community-based support 
program for survivors of sex trafficking. 
In response to the needs of the 
participants, Freedom a la Cart focuses 
on three program pillars: (1) building 
strong relationships with program 
participants (2) providing a holistic 
life skills and workforce development 
program, and (3) connecting human 
survivors as a long-term network for 
support. 

The economic impact of Freedom’s 
program is just as important as the 
social impact. By giving survivors the 
support and resources they need, 
Freedom ensures that the community 
receives a sustainable economic boost. 
A 2020 survey of women enrolled in 
the program showed that 62% are 
currently employed, and 82% do not 
receive public assistance. Graduates of 
Freedom a la Cart’s program go on to 
achieve economic independence and 
are recognized as role models, leading 
to progress and growth for survivors, 
their families, and communities.

Employment-based social enterprises reduce poverty by hiring individuals with 
challenging histories and providing them with the support for sustained, successful 
employment. Hiring an individual is just the first step. Helping them stay employed 
is just as important. These social enterprises step up to make employment retention 
possible. 

Here, we highlight one employment-based social enterprise that’s stepping up to 
help their team become successful in work and in life. SocialVentures is stepping 
up too, by deepening our relationship with REDF, national expert in employment-
based social enterprise. This partnership will provide central Ohio with enriched 
consulting, capital, and resource connections.

Creating Economic Impact

Spotlight:  
Freedom a la Cart

Quick Facts: 

2,800+ 
individuals employed by 14 
separate social enterprises 
since 2019

66% of these 
employees are emerging  
from underserved 
communities

36% of 
organizations in the 
SocialVentures Marketplace 
are employment-based 
enterprises

Freedom  
a la Cart’s  

programs served  
420 individual 

survivors  
in 2020

 Employees at Freedom a la Cart

Learn more: socialventurescbus.com

“Over the past 5 years, 80 survivors have been trained in our workforce development program; 
of which 83% have not reoffended, maintaining clean criminal records during their time with 
Freedom a la Cart” 

— Grace Figliomeni, Social Enterprise Coordinator at Freedom a la Cart
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Rob at a 180Demo worksite

Leighann Goodson of CleanTurn
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CleanTurn: Leighann Goodson is a 
long-term team member of CleanTurn, 
having been employed here for the last 
5 years and recently promoted to the 
position of Quality Control Supervisor. 
After a difficult past, including being 
incarcerated, Goodson is thankful for the 
opportunities CleanTurn has given her, 
but also proud of what she does every 
day. “I like working with the teams.” 

CleanTurn’s environment supports 
Goodson’s and others’ efforts to work and 
better themselves. Since everyone has 
similar goals, the work environment isn’t 
judgmental, and people are encouraged 
to do their best. “CleanTurn holds you 
accountable to show up,” says Goodson. 
Her goal for the future is simple: “Keep 
doing what you’re doing. Keep pushing.”

180 Demo: Rob Vanderdoes was born in San Bernadino 
County, California, but his journey to Columbus was anything 
but linear. Difficulties with substance abuse, the legal system, 
and homelessness led Rob to move frequently, until he 
entered a rehabilitation program in Ohio. While enrolled, 

he learned about 180 Demo, a demolition social enterprise employing those 
who might have trouble finding employment elsewhere. “Being respected 
and valued when you have a record like mine, that’s really unusual,” says Rob. 
His experience thus far at 180 Demo has been incredibly positive. “You’re 
encouraged to thrive here,” he says. “[Working here] gives you this sense of 
being proud and valuable, and it makes you want to do good for the company.” 
In his personal life too, Rob has reached some incredible milestones, such 
as getting a drivers license, moving into a new home with his family, and 
reconnecting with his kids. 

Today, Rob’s goal is to maintain the good things he’s got going. He’s recently 
been promoted to foreman, and is excited to be fully trained and support his team. “I set 
a lot of goals that I didn’t think I was going to reach in the past year,  
and I’ve achieved them. My next goal is to see where this takes me, not so much 
focusing on the destination, but the journey.” The opportunity and employment offered 
by 180 Demo has given Rob the chance to become the employee, father, husband, and 
community member he is today. 

When asked what advice he would give his younger self, Rob is relentlessly optimistic. 
“It’s never too late,” he says. “I was 30 years old and hadn’t done anything with my life, 
and I thought I never would. But now I’m here, and mindset is a big part of that.”

Opportunity over Obstacles

Did you know?

“I feel like 
everyone has 

the same end goal: 
to work and better 

themselves.” 
— Leighann 

Goodson

Employment-based social enterprises like 180 Demo and 
CleanTurn yield remarkable economic benefits. Since 
CleanTurn’s launch in 2011, the enterprise has generated 
$20,000,000 in community impact.

“My next goal is  
to see where this 
takes me, not so 

much focusing on 
the destination, but 

the journey.” 
— Rob Vanderdoes
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Sustainability in our own communities

Deadstock textile waste
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Environmental Sustainability

One of the newest additions to the Columbus social enterprise ecosystem is 
The Sustainery, a B2B social enterprise dedicated to connecting suppliers with 
sustainable designers. With the launch of a new online Marketplace, Donna 
Sikyta is excited to do her part in raising awareness and reducing waste in the 
fashion industry, particularly addressing deadstock textile waste which comes 
from the production process, before goods even reach the consumer. Deadstock 
waste is a result of cancelled orders or over production, leading suppliers to 
discard the unused textiles and  fabric. “We’re trying to raise awareness and offer 
companies responsible alternatives to landfills and incinerators” says Sikyta. 
“To do this, we’re helping suppliers turn waste into profit, while helping them 
achieve their sustainability goals by providing impact reports that measure how 
much waste is diverted. We are also connecting with local makers and designers 
that are seeking out sustainable options.”

By reducing waste and spreading awareness about issues in the fashion industry, 
organizations like TThe Sustainery leave a positive impact social footprint in their 
communities. 

Recently launched sustainability businesses: 
Zero Waste Event Productions
Eat, Purr, Love Cat Cafe
True Pigment

Reuse Revolution
SHARE Mobility
Coco Cat Confections

The Sustainery
The Compost Exchange

The Sustainery

Interconnections  
  
Although it may seem like environmental sustainability and social change are separate 
issues, the interconnections between the two have grown extremely important in today’s 
changing climate. Studies show that climate change primarily affects people with 
lower income, regardless of where they reside. Environmental destruction leads to poor 
health outcomes, displacement due to climate change, and a generally poorer quality 
of life. Even in Columbus, Ohio, environmental sustainability is directly tied to social 
issues. Columbus has seen hotter summers and more flooding, impacting the crops that 
farmers can grow and raising insurance rates, according to central Ohio news source ABC 
6. These environmental changes and their concurrent social impacts underscore how 
important organizations like The Sustainery (featured below) are in protecting our people 
and our communities.

Learn more: socialventurescbus.com

7.7m
lb of food and 

material recycled  
or repurposed in 2020 

by environmental 
enterprises in 

Columbus

$59k
invested in 

communities from 
environmental 

enterprises

environment-
focused enterprises 

launched in last  
5 years

8
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In response to COVID-19,
SocialVentures launched the sale

of Social Impact Boxes, giving
socially-conscious consumers an

opportunity to purchase great
products and make a difference.

SocialVentures packaged and
shipped purchases, providing

cause-driven businesses needed
revenue, exposure to new

customers and increased social
impact.

Social enterprises supported by the Social Impact Box program:

78
nourishing meals

provided to families
in need

47+
hours of meaningful

employment  

$5,476+
 donated to organizations
that support survivors of

human trafficking, ending
hunger, and clean water

initiatives
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In response to COVID-19, 
SocialVentures launched 
the sale of Social Impact 

Boxes, giving socially-
conscious consumers an 
opportunity to purchase 

great products and make a 
difference. SocialVentures 

packaged and shipped 
purchases, providing 

cause-driven businesses 
needed revenue, exposure 

to new customers and 
increased social impact.

Shop for A Cause

How shopping with purpose made a difference
$5,476+  

donated to organizations 
that support survivors 
of human trafficking, 
ending hunger, and 

clean water initiatives. 

47+  
hours of meaningful 

employment for youth

78  
nourishing meals 

provided to families  
in need
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SocialVentures Online Marketplace
Snapshot 

Scan and visit our 
Marketplace

Not on our Marketplace? Email info@socialventurescbus.com to be added.

109 organizations 57 B2C  

20 B2B 

32 B2B & B2C

12 impact areas

12 product/service areas

B2B Buying: A Guide
Buying from a social enterprise is a great way for 
businesses to meet their Diversity and Inclusion goals. 
SocialVentures has created a Buying Guide where HR 
departments, building managers, event coordinators 
and more can learn about the products and services 
offered by local businesses that address social problems. 
The directory identifies the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals addressed by each business 
represented. Learn more: https://socialventurescbus.com/
B2Bguide

11 of 17 Sustainable Development Goals are 
addressed by local social enterprises 

24 Develop workforce and reduce inequalities 

8 Provide building and grounds services 

2 Offer call center services  

7 Furnish meeting and events services

Learn more: socialventurescbus.com

Animal Welfare

Arts

Education

Employment/Job Training

Ending Human Trafficking

Environment/Sustainability

Health

Hunger

Individuals with Disabilities

Non-Profit Support

Poverty Alleviation

Youth/Children

1

10

20

8

14

23

8

16

32

28

24

44

Clothing/Jewelry

Education

Financial Services

Food/Drink

Health/Medicine

Home/Lawn

Office Supplies/Resources

Other

Professional Services

Recreation

Specialties/Collectibles

Youth Activities 6

13

12

33

7

12

14

21

6

9

9

2

Impact Area Product/Service

socialventurescbus.com/marketplace
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